New Zealand Aviation Security Service Selects Safe Skies® as Accepted Luggage Lock for the Country’s Airports

Safe Skies luggage locks allow airport security to open luggage for security purposes and relock the baggage without damage

New York – March 1, 2017 – Travel security has never been more important. Ensuring travelers that all safety measures are being upheld is a priority for airports and aviation centers worldwide. New Zealand Aviation Security Service (AVSEC) is committed to adopting advanced security measures, which is why the agency has signed an agreement with Safe Skies, the leader in worldwide travel lock technology.

Through this partnership, Safe Skies is recognized as an accepted luggage lock for travelers to, from and within New Zealand.

Safe Skies luggage locks allow security personnel to open and relock baggage when physical inspections are needed, providing passengers with the peace of mind that their luggage will arrive at their destination locked, and intact. With the industry’s most comprehensive selection of combination locks, padlocks and luggage straps, travelers have a vast array of baggage protection to choose from.

“The safety of our visitors and New Zealand residents is unequivocally our top priority, so we’re constantly looking for the most innovative tools and technology that will enhance our security and keep travelers’ minds at ease,” said Mark Wheeler, General Manager, AVSEC. “With Safe Skies luggage locks, AVSEC security personnel have the master tools to unlock and inspect baggage without damaging the passenger’s property. The locks help keep our operations more efficient and our travelers happier.”

Protected by multiple patents, Safe Skies Locks display the proprietary torch symbol, allowing baggage screening officers to easily identify these special locks, open them and re-lock the luggage if a physical inspection is required. In addition, all Safe Skies Luggage Locks come with a lifetime warranty and a hassle-free replacement policy in case the lock is clipped or damaged during travel.

“Travelers lock their luggage for protection, and expect their bags to arrive in the same condition as they were left off – Safe Skies locks will help ensure that happens,” said David Tropp, Founder of Safe Skies. “Our patented technology makes it easier for security officers to perform physical inspections without
having to cut off the locks, something both AVSEC and travelers appreciate. We all want to feel safe when we travel, and that’s part of the Safe Skies’ goal.”

About Safe Skies
Founded in 2005, Safe Skies is the only luggage lock company protected by US Patents 7,021,537, 7,036,728, 8,145,567 and accepted and recognized by the United States Transportation Security Administration (TSA) and the airport security services of United Kingdom, Switzerland, Israel, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and Germany. Distinctively highlighted by the torch logo, Safe Skies luggage locks allow luggage screeners to safely inspect your luggage without clipping the lock. Safe Skies products, including TSA accepted padlocks, combination locks, zipper locks, cable locks and luggage straps are available worldwide, including Canada, Japan, Germany, Argentina, United Kingdom, Ireland, Indonesia, Singapore, Australia, Panama, New Zealand and the United States.
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